


DANA SUPER LUX

DIRECTEONS FOR USE

Teor the closed cover at the marked slit. Hold the handle of the plunger with

your right hand and draw the device into the tube; simultoneausly with your left
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After dowtng in, press gentty the plunger in the tube towards the device in such

C1WC1“jthüith8 end of the plumger touches the end of the device Thus it is

possibfie to monipulote— the ihserter with one hand and the other hand is free

for gmsp[ng the tenoculum that holds the uterine cerw'x









NOTE

The most frequent mistoke is that the device is pulled in into the inserter without

sufficient stretching so that both arms do not contact each other with their flat

surfaces. but with their edges. This results. after insertion into the uterus. in

incorrect unfolding of the device which may lead to difficulties or even to

0 failure of the protection.

A good unfolding in the uterus could be prevented by leaving the device drown

into the inserter for a longer period than is necessary for its insertion (not

longer than 1—3 minutes).
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Notice for customers:

When ordering. quote the size of the porticles according to the

description below.

The inserter comes in o uniform execution for all sizes of particles.

Representotion in natural size.
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DANA SUPER LUX No. 1 DANA SUPER LUX No. 2 DANA SUPER LUX No. 3 DANA SUPER LUX No. 4

Inserter in plastic material.


